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The ship in the bay-dredging
story is the Bayport, not the

ee

Student Health Center now offers vaccinations for

-

side as reported in the

Sept. 8 issue.

hepatitis B and meningitis.

ad Staff

BY JESSICA GLEASON ..ccccccccccccccsesccecccescsee
ID

Festival hits Arcata this weekend
The North Country Fair rolls into town this weekend to celebrate its 26th year in the North Coast.

lumberjack staff

BY LIAM CLEMONS ...c.cccccccccccccccccccccccccscccee
I

Women's soccer kicks axe

Women’s ’ soccer team beats Western Oregon

Ginsoneurngin sora coat et Te LeeroudHEU. |

necessarily thosepurposes of and
and nat informational
_umniata are thosematerialoftheie authors
publehed for
Advertsing

this weekend and improves unbeaten 5-0.
BY STACIE LYANS ....cccccccsccccccccccccccccccccseseeD

organic (adj)
1) Grown without chemical additives.
2) Constituting a basic part:integral
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HSU trees are out of this world
{

SPORTS EDITOR
HSU students have

sed) 15a)

dey
a

A; Sh

been

moonstruck by the phenomenal

¢
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redwood trees, but some of the

eh

In 1975 and 1976, most of the Moon

eS)

*
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hoe

i

- trees are simply out of this
world.
Three redwood
trees on
HSU’s campus were
brought to the moon
when they were mere
seedlings. Now a
group of six trees
stands clustered on
the side of the theatre arts building;
the three in the
middle are the Moon

—
Pie

,

4 ea
ae
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oe
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the Moon

but no distinguish_ able differences
were apparent.
Why is it that no-

body on campus really knows much about

these historic trees?
When students discover this incredible remembrance, their response
isn’t always positive.

“I think they're in great
demand all over the country.
Somehow we were lucky
enough to get some.
“There were signs set in cement

“I think the Moon Trees are an
excellent example of U.S. taxpayer
dollars at work,” pre-nursing student

marking exactly which ones were the moon
trees,” he said, “but three times they were

GRAPHICBY PauL MELVIN

On Jan. 31, 1971, Apollo 14 blasted off

Ce

CF
Or TT

ee
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LUMBERJACK STAFF
The University Center South Lounge,
decorated with pink and purple balloons late
Thursday afternoon, welcomed gay, lesbian,
bisexual and transgender students, staff, faculty and friends
to the 1999-2000 academic
year.
This third annual welcoming reception
was organized by Jenny Phelps, the HSU
health director, and sponsored by the new
rice president of syuclent althice, Steven But-

Se

sweetgum and Douglas fir. The redwood
was chosen because it was a very old tree
and a historic species.
Unfortunately the seeds were spilled on

the return to the Earth. They thought the
seeds were no longer able to grow, but as it
turned out, 420 to 450 were successfully
germinated by the Forest Service in

welcomes

sy Jackie Daneisxi

The David Hinz Band, an Arcata jazs
een ane oat s Racal yee comnteey
atmosphere. Name tags were available

at the door with a sign encouragpeople
ing

to write their name and the department with
which they are associated.

Trees

some 20 years later,

Wayne Hawkins said.

HSU

7

trees
Control
were examined by
specialists against

“I think it’s interesting that
we got some,”
supervisor of grounds
and landscape services

for the moon.
As part of a joint NASA/U.S. Forest Service project, astronaut Stuart Roosa carried
400 to 500 seeds with him in his personal
kit, which stayed with him as he orbited the
moon in the command module “Kitty
Hawk.”
Five different tree types were taken into
space: redwood, loblolly pine, sycamore,

ek:

NASA's program.

Trees.

stolen, #0 eventually they stopped marking

om

Trees were given to state forestry organizations as part of the nation’s
bicentennial celebration.
The remaining seeds were
dispersed all over the
world, including universities and NASA centers.
The trees were a
tribute to Roosa and

Scott Mateu said. “Perhaps we should send
hemp seeds to Mars next.”

Dr. Rudy
ing of the natural resources
department said, “After the seeds were taken
on the Apollo Mission, Congressman Don
Clausen got hold of some and donated them
to HSU.”
_ The Apollo program was examining seeds
in space.
were trying to test the result radiation would have on seeds, but now they
SEE MOON TREES,
PAGE 7

gay, lesbian and bisexual community

The hour
event-l
featured
on
announc
g e-

ments from staff and students, but the main

emphasis was on

break the case,” he said. “(Attorney Gen-

eral) Janet Reno is listed (to speak
but )
will

mingling
and
geting to pro
be tied up.”
know each other. ta
iaiate
lt
The faculty turnout was equal to that of issues involving hate crimes, Glory said.
the students, portraying the message the
“Every department in California has a
HSU really cares about diversity and mak- place to make complaints and concerns
ing sure that all students feel welcome on known, and it will be dealt with,” he said.
campus.
.
StuGay, Lesbian, Bisexual,
Offi
Kim Glory,
ce
ar
general UPD patrol
officer of nine years, made an announcement
a religious studies senior, and
Jodi Mulligan,
saying that he is “committ
to positive
edly a journalism junior, spoke briefly about
embr
diversity
ac
with
in
open g
arms.”
its purpose.
andTSA
GLB
He said he has attended law enforcement
Mulligan said that this year her goal for
transgender workshops, and he is working GLBTSA is to make it more focused, and
on creating a
on campus to educate o
and provide addi“I want to get more involved in political

tional traini
on hate ng
crimes.

Glory was in Sacram
Monday
ent
attendo

social issues in California,” Mulligan said.
She said she hopes to do a “vote no”on the

“Officers will get into problems because,
see Weicome,
pace 6
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“Bolick has put together a staff

of seven student interns, who in :
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Six Rivers

HSU Day event, are assigned to

Planned Parenthood
2316 Harrison Ave., Eureka
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“The Knight Initiative is the latest attempt in California to block
same-sex marriage rights,” accord-

ing to The Advocate, a gay and lesbian magazine.

“This would be detrimental and

September 11-19

=

make gay and lesbians take a step
back and not forward,” she said.

Mulligan said she encourages
people to come to GLBTSA meetings because “it adds to your experience, it’s anonymous, you're
safe and stuff doesn’t leave the
room.”
GLBTSA’s other co-chair,
Kaufman, said he wants to take on

the project of organizing social
events.
Kaufman, new to HSU last year,

said he wasn’t elected to the cochair position but has leadership
experience.
Danny Luna, a psychology

plaza design | ees

uate student, said he “came to

GLBTSA

to meet

other gay

the last meeting there were 45,
Luna said.

on the plaza in Arcata & by the totem pole in McKinleyville

“GLBTSA became an official

OP
SH
FU
TO
FINE TOFU PRODUCTS
Fresh

¢ Baked ° Dasked

PHOTO BY CLAIRE CUNNINGHAM

Students and faculty mingle at the annual gay and lesbian
welcoming Thursday.

group when the Gay Men’s Rap
Group merged with the Lesbian

Rap Group,” geology junior
Maureen Harrington said.

The separate groups were working toward similar goals, and the
women began to infiltrate the Gay
Men’s Rap Group, so the merge
provided
a more inclusive solution,
Harrington said.
GLBTSA meetsevery Thursday

from 7 to 9 p.m. in the
MultiCultural Center. Counseling
and
logical services are offering workshops this fall including a Let’s Talk ‘daee Sex(uality)
workshop. For more information
call 826-3236.

Mulligan and Phelps said that
everyone is welcome, at GLBTSA

and other university events, re_gardless of sexual orientation.

10¢ COOKIES
THURSDAY
HSU BOOKSTORE

+ Spreads

Ask for them in your favorite Market, Deli or Restaurant

TOFU SHOP Specialty Foods, Inc.

100 Ericson Ct., Suite 150. Arcata, CA 95521 - Phone/Fax: 707 - 822-7401
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‘First Baptist Church
1700 UNION ST @ ARCATA ® €22-0367

(Nextto yeu tennis courts)

A loving family of SOO © Spiritually alive © Contemporary worship © Relevant preaching
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WO Sled

9:20 - 11:00 A.M.

For ealieas ane

*BREAKFACT FOR A BUCK’ Bible Ctud io
Cundays © Breakfast at 9:30 a.m.
(First time is free)

e Superior E-mail
e Free Internet Classes
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You Deserve The Fastest Internet
Service on the Planet!
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Moon trees
PAGE 3
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© CONTIN
wouldn’t bother with such an experiment,” Hawkins said.

“Today they know space
wouldn’t have an effect on seeds
because the genetic coding in a
seed is too strong.
“I guess space isn’t as different
as they once thought,” he said.
No list was ever kept that recorded exactly where all the seeds
ting
ed,
it’s interes
were distriso but
reof the few places
to know we'one
that have Moon Trees.

th on dion stentte

field of forestry,” HSU President
Alistair McCrone said, “so it’s very
natural that we would be in the
n the
ip
to ascertai
ersh
position
lead
viability of seeds and seedlingsof
this kind.”
When walking between theatre
arts and the library, and a mystical
aura lurks in the air, look up and

Consigument

Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

Vintage te Modern

“international vegetarian cuisine*
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11

“fresh organic bread

Mon - Sat * 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Areata

& pastries baked daily*

Sun °9a.m.- 1 p.m.

822 - 3300

“local organic coffee & espresso*

|

located on the cornerof
16th & G Streets * Arcata
822-0360
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Thursday, Sept. 9
Saturday, Sept. 18, meet at the church
at 5 p.m. Contact
us for carpool info.

WORSHIP each Sunday morning at 9:30 a.m.
Lutheran Church of Arcata, 151 E. 16th Street

Carl Stenzel, Lutheran
Campus Minister.

822-5117

=

10:23 p.m. A suspicious
man approximately 25 to 30 years old was
reported
ing on the Cypress
Hall/Creekview trail carrying a
hatchet. Officers responded, but
were unable to locate the man.
Friday, Sept. 10

a
§

9:20 a.m. Officers assisted APD
on Greenview and Alliance streets

5

lutheran@axe.humboldt.edu

after a report of a man with a
sword.
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8:38 p.m. Officers arresteda juvenile in Redwood Bow for being
cue,
able to contact the boy’s paren
on he We tila tolis MEA Been
Community Hospital.

7:33 p.m. Two residents of

Madrone Hall were taken to the

Mad River Emergency Room
due to a
overdose on illegal drugs. A case was initiated.
Sunday, Sept. 12
1:04 a.m. A Pepperwood
Hall
resident
was taken to the Mad

River Emergency
Room for obee

Saturday, Sept. 11
1:07 a.m. Officers observed a
person lying down on the L.K.
Wood Boulevard bridge. It was
determined the person
was watching the stars.

5:33 p.m. Four juveniles were
reported skateboarding in the
University Center Quad. One
had reportedly urinated in the
bushes. Officers warned and released the boys.

L
s
a
b
e
e
Print& Poster Sale!

Kiss-Hotel DeVille

ed

11:15 a.m. Someone
in Siemens
Hall called to report an irate student who was upset at the amount
of paperwork required to withdraw from school.

“Belushi

_ The Breakfast Club
:

mt reels

Ee

Wednesday-Friday,
September 15-17

OutsideHSU Bookstore
8:30am-Spm Wed.-Thurs.
& 8:30am-4pm Fri.

?
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Members

of Union

Local

56 of Long

Beach

gathered

Beach

for cleanup at Clam

Wednesday.

Oil spill spoils beaches
Volunteers

sy

PERT

Riders and. drivers
subject to same rules
|

Eureka, Arcata and University.

ning stop signs, no headlights
and other equipment violations.
According to the vehicle code,

night riders must have a front

police departments are trying to _ light that illuminates 500 feet, a

make bicyclists more aware.of _ rear red reflector and reflectors
_
in the spokes of the tires.
traficlaws.
it is also
ding
to Sousa,
Accor
S*Pnghe inagsinicrenen i the vol
law that riders
ired
by state
that requ
ume and amount ofbicyclists
are on the roadway,” Eureka po- _ havea license on their bikes. Stulice officer Bobby Lucas said. dents can license their bikes for
“Arcata is a bicycle-friendly city. free on campus, but most other

The streets are designed with

bike lanes in the majority of the
areas.”

epee

See

epee

eThae reallyno reason not

Acconding to huces, thereis to get licensed,” Sousa said.
assists in
ensing
Thelicprocess
Ome bike traffic and bike citaons during the school year.

: Bicyclists are not typically
ni
“aware =e the vehicle code apery’

the case of theft, establishing

the investigation
andip
ownersh
of crimes.

Another concern for both departments is cyclists who ride

sable upder

oo

tio

“A: iot.oFel

tee eines

of er

) are not even”

aware noes can be np

Jacos

LEHMAN

LUMBERJACK STAFF

violations on campus are run-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

contractors

minimize impact on area wildlife

area bicycle laws

ene

and

ga

the legal limit for driving

“The law just says ‘under the

influence’ and can be based on

lic affairs specialist F rank Dunn,
this quick action by the crew kept
the spill from being much worse
than it is.

About 2,000 gallons of fuel oil

A receding tide washed almost

were spilled into the mouth of
Humboldt Bay from the punc-

all of the oil westward, where it
formed a slick 3 to 5 miles offshore,

tured fuel tank of a dredging ship

stretching as far south as the jetties and as far north as Trinidad
Head.

on the night of Sept. 7.
The Stuyvesant, a 375-foot
dredge that was working to deepen
entrance channels to Humboldt
Bay, was returning from dumping
a load of silt offshore when crew
members discovered a dredge arm

On Wednesday, balls of tar began
washing up on area beaches. The
Humboldt State Marine Wildlife
Care Center had received more

than 100 oiled birds.

had punched a hole in the vessel’s

The Wildlife Care Center, a Cali-

starboard fuel tank.
The Stuyvesant was crossing the

fornia Oiled Wildlife Care Network facility, receives taxdollarsto

bar in heavy seas when the rupture
occured.

to

rush

oe

a

Pedro Duran of

treat oil-covered animals. The state

Beach combed

is then reimbursed by the party

a

during
oes Gednooda

The Stuyvesant’s crew immedi- _ responsible for the oil spill.
By Friday, winds were pushing _ treatment. Typically, about half of
ately began pumping fuel out ofthe
ruptured tank while shifting ballast the oil slick onto area beaches. _ the oiled birds brought to a care
to bring the hole above water and — Wildlife Care Center Director Rick _ facility will survive. More than a
heading back out to sea.
Golightly said the center had more
SEE SPILL, PAGE 12
According to Coast Guard pub- _ than 300 living birds undergoing

Cops and transients scuffle downtown
sy Jacos LEHman
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The usual friction between security gu ards and ticketless music fansje into a loud, multiple-person fight at the Burning
Spear show Tuesday night.
More than 10 officers from the
Arcata Police Department, University Police Department,
Sheriff’s Department and the
California Highway Patrol responded to the violent disturbance in a matter of minutes,

which then quickly changed from
a physical to merely a verbal exchange.
Both police and Rhythmic Pro-

ductions, the company that organized the show, blame out-of-

towners for the melee, which they

ee

8 AE

IN

say was touched off by one man ’ arrested in connection with the
who tried to enter the show with a brawl. One security guard,
counterfeit wristband.
SEE FIGHT, PAGE 11
“Things erupted,” said APD
Chief Mel Brown.
He added that contrary to
a report in Thursday’s
Times-Standard, he is not

considering revoking Rhythmic Productions’ license to
produce shows in Arcata.
Permission is generally
ted one show at a time.
“If things continue to get
out of hand, then something

will have to change, but it
would be unfair to blame
Rhythmic Productions,”

Brown said.
Rhythmic

Productions

could not be reached for
comment.
Three concert-goers were

e)
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a
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that people should walk away
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Go into all the world and
reach the gospel...
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of head injuries that could have
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According to Sousa, there was a
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lack of bifrom, but can’t due to
cycle equipment. There are a lot

bike accident two weeks ago in the
community forest in which the

if necessary use words.

rider was thrown from his mountain bike.
The cyclist suffered a severe
head injury and was unconscious
when emergency services arrived
on the scene. Although he was
wearing a helmet, the rider was

St Francis
of Assisi

obey

“Come as you are”
6:00 Sunday Evenings - Call for location 839-8156
Peter & Gale Mosgofian, Pastors

foggy.net
ene

Time

STUDENT

have proven hazardous are the in-

;
ORS

the Grant Hill extension and the
Creekview area.
According to Sousa, UPD
handles approximately
5 to 10 traf-

/

fic accidents yearly involving bi-

cycles.
ice

|

No Busy Signals
High Speed Connection
SPECIAL

Several areas on campus which
tersection of B and Laurel streets,

Internet Service Provider
i
: No or Se fee
:

Unlimited

still injured due to excessive
speeds.

od

perative and necessary that (bicy-

clists) follow the laws,” Sousa said.

Independent Bookstores
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.

been 17 traffic accidents involving

regularly $19.95/mo.

bicycles and vehicles. Of these accidents, 10 included injuries.

http://www.foggy.net
853 HST.

826-1478

these 17
to Waters, ofng
Accordi

sense

826-7311

ARCATA+

accidents only two were cases
where the vehicles were at fault.
The other 15 involved riding a bi-

cycle under the influence, driving
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on the wrong side of the road, running traffic signs and signals and
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cyclists need to watch out.”
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Fight: Out of town concert-goers arrested
¢ CONTINUED
FROM PAGE 9
Dominick Jerry, wound up with a
ripped shirt and said he had been
punched from behind and kicked
in the stomach. Several of the

reggae fans complained of injuries,

and one woman in obvious pain
A
a

said she had been kicked in the

.rvre
ae
a

head.
“People started swinging,” said
a concert-goer who gave his name

son are being held on $10,000 bail.
as Jeremy from Los Angeles.
APD Officer Ryan Peterson re“People were getting punched in
ceived minor abrasions on his night
the face. It went through the crowd
knee as he and Officer John Packer
like a domino effect.”
Police arrested Sean Kellner of hauled the struggling Kellner to
the edge of the crowd and handNorth Carolina and Guy Anderson of Nevada City on charges of cuffed him.
Peterson noted the assault
assault to Dominick Jerry and public intoxication. Chris Baily, a tran- charges against Kellner have nothsient, was arrested for public in- ing to do with his scraped knee,
_toxication. All three were lodged _ which he said “just goes with the
_ in county jail. Kellner and Ander- job.”

Think You Might Be
Pregnant?
FREE Pregnancy Testing
all services confidential
¢ Information and Educational Materials

¢ Clothing for Mom and Baby

GARE

822-7039

725-9313

607 F Street
Arcata

703 Main Street
Fortuna

E-mail: pec@4cm.com

24 Hour

|
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;
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your landlord?
Ticket troubles?
Legal questions?

19% sana
Superior customer support
and FREE in-home setup!

Visit us at Warren House #53 or on the
web at www-humboldt.edu/~legalctr

Surf the Net. Send and receive E-mail. Open your own website.
And do it all for just $19.95 a month- even less if you're already a
Cal North customer.
So if you've been looking for an Internet service provider you can

count on for quality service and outstanding value, look no further
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The Humboldt Legal Resource Center is an A.S. funded
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tr ifant move info? Call us anytime at 444-2255
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Center Activities

Emerald CityLaundry
2iredo’s Video
HSU Bookstore

.
»Affordable - from
$275
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a $200 deposit

HSU Natural History Museum

»Just a walk from everything
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and on the bus line

Muddy Waters Coffee Company
Pacific Rim Noodle House

:
»Free intemet access

Redwood Yogurt
Rhythmic Productions
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computer lab

Secondhand Prose Bookstore
Studio 3 Hair Salon

Student Health OutreachProgram
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A quick prick could

save your life

Student Health Center now offers vaccinations for deadly diseases

BY Jessica GLEASON
In DEPTH EDITOR

The old saying “an apple a will keep the doctor away”
tunately doesn’t always Macvaphin
the world in which we live. Today,
the apples are much more expensive, come in the form of a needle

and definitely don’t grow on trees
— but they can save our lives.
The Student Health Center has
taken measures to combat a growing risk for college students of contracting two serious, potentially
fatal diseases: Meningococcal disease and hepatitis B.
The center now offers HSU students vaccinations against these
highly contagious infections that,
if gone untreated, can result in serious illness and even death.
“Our hope is that all students
will consider being vaccinated,”
Jenny Phelps, health educator for
the center, said.

“We are trying to walk a fine line
between making students aware (of
the diseases) and creating a panic.”
Meningococcal disease, often referred to as meningitis, is a rare
bacterial infection that progresses
very rapidly if not treated and can
result in death in as little as 24
hours.
The disease can attack the body —
in two ways. Meningococcemiais

the presence of bacteria in the
blood and meningococcal meningitis causes the membranes surrounding the brain and spinal cord
to inflame.
Six cases of fatal meningitis were
reported on U.S. college campuses
davies the 1998-1999 academic
year.
“We want students to know not
only how serious this disease is,
but also how rare,” Phelps said.
She said a HSU student was infected with a case of meningitis in
fall of the 1996 school year. Although the dorm resident survived, due to the spread of the in-

#

%

pe
ae

fection, she had to have her arms

and legs amputated.
High fever, headaches and stiff
neck are all typical early symptoms
of infection, with other warnings
including nausea, vomiting, confusion and discomfort with bright
lights.
“The symptoms are often confused with the flu at first,” chief of

the health center’s medical staff Dr.
Carl Fullbright said.
“It is not a rampant epidemic,
but when it does occur, the conse-

quences are cataclysmic.”
If students experience any of
these symptoms, Fullbright urges

them to visit the center or a health
care provider as soon as possible.

Meningococcal infections can

Markel Alton gets a hepatiti B vaccination from nurse Wadi Torres at the health center.
usually be brought under control
if antibiotics are administered in
the early stages.
“Meningitis is the glaring one
out there,” Fullbright said.
“It is a rare phenomenon but is
getting more attention now since
there has been an increase in cases
at the college level and especially
in the dorms,” he said.
According to findings reported

by the Centers for Disease ain
and Prevention, freshmen livi

on-campus student housing il
a 6.33 times higher risk of contracting the infection ssa college

students overall.
The fact that

dis-

ease is passed through tiny droplets of respiratory secretions
present in saliva explains the
higher risk to students living in

Coughing, sneezing, kissing and
sharing glasses, utensils or smoking paraphernalia are the most
common ways the dangerous bacteria can be transmitted.
Phelps said the high number of
students who smoke cigarettes
and/or marijuana at HSU increases

14 © Scunce
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¢ CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

“Pain and disease are the result
of a disturbance in the flow of energy,” she said.

sure, strengthen the heart muscle
and improve circulation.
Traditional Chinese medicine is
used in the techniques of acupuncture and acupressure. Acupuncture is based on the philosophy
that a cycle of energy, called chi,

Long, thin needles are inserted

and rotated at specific points
which control different locations
of the body. It is thought this alters the functioning of the nervous
system, Warner said.

circulates throughout the body,

professor of health and physical
education Lynn Warner said.
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see MEDICINES, PAGE 16
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Understanding human/animal be-
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paring

and 6am

ctors which influence
groupe:
als ‘and
behavior; Communication skills: listening; reading and
interpreting technical descriptions and articles, policies and rules; observing, reporting and analyzing

non-verbal messages and voice tones; controlling and

sharing emotions; writing technical reports; providing verbal and non-verbal responses; Human services
skills: providing comfort and support; assessing individual special needs; analyzing human problems;

Research sidlis: using libraries, indexes and references;

Student Access

reading, evaluating and designing statistical tables
and charts; designing psychological tests.
Mental health

research

asgistang,

specialist, recseaiofespedia!

day care
2 ssistant,

nd

unselor,

“The Harvey Keitel
Memorial Reading Room”

youth org

SHANNON COVINGTON ANGELAHW. CASAGRANDE

worker, child welfare caseworker.
nih
Institutions, facilities, clinics: hospitals, research

Foyer Gallery, Sept. 10

children’s drugs, alcohol, obesity, trauma, stress, Sex;

Reception
Friday « Sept. 17 ° 5p.m.

Ami

planning counse-

lor, crisis intervention counselor, correctional facil-

group leader, substance abuse counselor, mental

ity

organizations, mental disal
ters; treativient ariel

dicts; Management and research skis: demonstrating and

providing patient care instruction; identifying and
evaluating normal and abnormal personalities and behaviors; assessing environmental conditions; appraising community health needs; generating solutions to
community health problems; planning education; preventative or rehabilitation programs.
apt ote
Medical-surgi

ric nurse, oncology par

tals; federal government: Office of Personnel Management, Dept. of Health and Welfare, Veterans Ad-

ministration, Public Health Services, National Insti-

tute of Mental Health.

nurse, pediatidiiner,

geriat-

pie bana

lic health nurse, school nurse, home health nurse,
clinical specialist, nurse supervisor, nurse midwife,

nurse consultant, nurse administrator, nurse anesthe-

tist, community health nurse.

City/county hospitals, private medical clinics, health

health clinics; cities/counties: probation depart-

ity, Employment Development Dept., mental hospi-

'

ric nurse,.ob

senior citizen programs, halfway houses, mental
Dept. of Corrections, Dept. of Health, Youth Author-

to

progress; ora
;
reading statistical tables
classifying symptoms; handling body fluids and tssue samples; performing routine laboratory analyses;
operating specialized equipment; Patient care: discussing exams, treatments and health problems with pa. tients; providing comfort and support; distributing
medications; treating minor injuries or illnesses; performing diagnostic tests; planning meals and special

organizations and programs: youth organizations,
ments, drug detention centers; State of California:

and
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ré"agencies, senior

“ae

ct pec in es, home

cifizefi cénféts, nursing

homes, rehabilitation centers, college/school health
centers, summer camps, health departments, mental
health institutions, drug/alcohol treatment centers,

nursing schools, occupational health services, U.S.

Public Health Service, armed services, Veteran’s Administration, U.S. Mental Health Administration.
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Each space individually alarmed.
Accessible 7 days a week.
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Vaccinations: Student Health Center tries to stem deadl y diseases
© CONTINUED
FROM PAGE 13
Although the health center is offering the vaccines to students at

the chances of spreading this and
many other infections on campus.

cost, Phelps realizes the cost may

The meningococcal vaccine is

The hepatitis B vaccine is a series of three injections at a cost of

$26.50 each and should be effective for life.
“As opposed to the meningicoccal diseases, hepatitis B is
chronic, common and sexually

However, he said, like any shot,
not all reactions are the same, and

seem high to most students.
She suggests that students with
health insurance check with a doctor in the community because
there is a good chance the vaccine
will be covered.
Fullbright hopes that once this
program is moreeptni Feser and
students are aware of their options,
the center
can find a way to absorb,

some have a potential for more ad-

or at least subsidize, the cost of the

This not only makes it harder to
treat this contagious viral infection

verse side effects than others.

immunizations.

of the liver, but it alsd increases the

now available at the health center
on a walk-in basis.
It is a single injection, costs $60
and is about 85 percent effective

for three to five years. Fullbright
said the immunization is safe and

has very few side effects.

transmitted,” Phelps said.

Unlike meningitis, hepatitis B is
harder to detect because a significant amount of carriers are with-

out symptoms.

chances that the virus will be

er

multiple partners, body piercing
and ta
Each year, more than 250,000

"Hepatitis B is considered a sexually transmitted disease and, like
the HIV virus, can be spread
through infected blood, semen or

urine. It can also be transmitted

through saliva, which can even
make kissing risky behavior.
According to American College
Health Association, college students and young people are more
susceptible to hepatitis B due to
i rates of corned svete with

people in the United States contract this infection that can cause
While many don’t show symptoms, others may have flu-like
symptoms such as fever, fatigue,
muscle or joint pain, appetite loss,
nausea and vomi
Individuals with questions about
the vaccines or any other health
concerns are invited to visit the
center.
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but Jackson Hollomon, who had
the treatment done to his feet, just
smiled and shook his head.

MARK A. HISE MS-DDS
Serving the university community since 1983
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The process of acupuncture

DENTISTRY

,

1225 B Street
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“It doesn’t hurt at all,” he said.
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822-5105

which relaxes muscles and relieves

pain, Troxell said. Acupressure has

been an effective method for treat-

ing arthritis.

Natural medicines have been

around for centuries, and it is a
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OF MarTHew Cook

on the Arcata

Plaza every Sept. 18 and

19 at the North Country

Fair. Many craft booths and area food will be on hand.

Plaza to bring in the harvest with
26th “ama

fair

North Country Fair celebrates an end of summer with parades
sy Liam CLEmMons

LUMBERJACK STAFF
For the past 25 years, the Arcata
Plaza has played host to a number
of festivals, the last one of summer

being the North Country Fair.
It has been a tradition in Arcata,

celebrating diversity in the community and area arts and crafts.
This year the director of the fair,
Matthew Cook, is seeking to continue the tradition and promote an
“open and friendly environment.”
The 26th annual North Country
Fair and Harvest Celebration will
take place on the Plaza Saturday
and Sunday.

The Samba parade, put together
by Samba da Alegria, will start at
3 p.m. on Saturday. A belly-dancing exhibition will be be given at 1
p.m. on Saturday by Shaken Not
Stirred and the All Species Parade,
featuring Steel on Wheels, will
begin at 3 p.m. Sunday.
The All Species Parade is open
to public participation for those
who like to get more involved in
the festivities. Cook said everyone
is welcome to dress up in costume
and join in the parade.
In addition, the volunteers from

Redwood
Museum will
be on hand with activities for children of all ages.

Poncho Polo provides entertainment for the youngest fairgoers,
with two puppet shows each day.
In accordance with past years,
there will be bands, such as the

Errol Previde Quartet and guitarist Scott Huckabay, and food
throughout the duration of the fair.
In his four years as the fair’s director,
Cook said that he has taken

pleasure and pride in witnessing
patrons comthe estimated 10,000
ing together to celebrate the diversity of the community.
In the past he has also seen some
unusual activities.
SS

See Fair, PAGE 20
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Dancehall reggae
star Yellowman to
play Club West
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DJ, “Yellowman and the Sagittarius Band,” will play at Club West
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on Monday night. Doors open at
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sound that is quite unique. It is often labeled as reggae’s Jamaican
Dancehall music.
Dancehall’s roots stem from the
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Yellowman is recognized for
pulling together American dance
and Jamaican reggae to form a
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nightclubs in Jamaica in the early
°70s, and was created by DJs.
Yellowman is a Grammy-nomi-
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nated, Jamaica-born artist who is
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All ages are welcome, and there
is a full bar for those who are 21
and over. Call Club West at 4442582 for more information.

— Jenna Daniels
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Creative Movement for Children
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of Adolescence,” at the Kate Buchanan Room in 1994.

One-man

show plays

at Muddy

Waters

BY Jenny WALKER

taken during the era of anti-war

LUMBERJACK STAFF

protest, rock °’n’ roll and
psychedelics, which led to numer-

Muddy Waters hosts an evening
of humorous and emotionally
driven sto
ing tomorrow night
by Arcata resident Jeff DeMark.
The show, titled “Writing My

Way Out of Adolescence,” begins
at 8 and admission is $7 general
and $6 for students and seniors.
The show tells what DeMark
defines as his “emotional truth” of

growing up during the turbulent
60s in Racine, Wis., and attend-

For a natural healthy glow, use as a blush
& highlighter that changes to suit your
skin color. Also use as lip color, eye
make-up, body bronzer, or nail color.
Includes applicator puff. -

ous battles between himself and his
intimidating Italian father.
“I was always finding myself in

Available in Original,
Desert Rose,
& Wild Plum
$12.00 Papoose size

some sort of trouble,” DeMark

said, “and ended up trying to figure out how I was going to get out
of it.”
Chris Nichols, HSU art educa-

tion sophomore and employee at
Muddy
Waters, remembers
DeMark’s last performance at the
coffee shop.

ing college in nearby Madison.
With
great enthusiasm DeMark

“I thought he was really into it.

reflects on the various adventures

seEE DeEMar«k, PAGE 22
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“A couple of years ago there was
alot of bare-your-breast activism,”
he said, “including an unscheduled parade.”
Cook’s role as director is central
to getting the fatr up and running.
He said that he is responsible for
“absolutely everything,” but he
also said that he does not mind the
hard work.
“The fair is a great chance to give
the crafters and nonprofit groups
a way to interact with the public in
ways they would not normally be
able to; it brings together the different elements of the community,”
he said.
“Everyone feels welcome. It’s a
celebration.”
Cook said that the only negative
comments he has received about
the fair were from dog owners,
since dogs are not allowed at the
fair for safety reasons.
This year the samba dancers will
be back in force. Samba da Alegria
is a Brazilian style dance group that
works in the area at festivals and

Home LagBrceewSELinECTIONg!OF

We Have A
HOME BREWING SUPPLIES or

& Hops
Malls, Fresh Yeasts
Kellles, Caps, Starter Kits & CO2 Keg Systems
Wine Malang Supplies Too

Ned)
[xctting

Old Town, Eureka Open Daily 449-2371
stunce

Mecchundtse

business events.

1962

According to dancer and seam-

stress Jan Werren, an estimated 41

dancers are expected to perform.
shave to dance
we will
hi
“Tyear

three abreast,” Werren said. “If we

Six Rivers Brewery
Top oF THE HILL, McKINLEYVILLE
Catt 839-7580 FOR MORE INFO
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WalcBac
fow us For Dinner,

Tasty Microsrews

Got your HSU |.D.?
Don’t leave home without it!

pv

-™
$4

Cove

UL

Fusion Funk Jazz of...
N

9:15 Show

-$¢-Gever

(Seett Huckabee
VIS

Guitar Phenomenon

Fair & at Six Rivets Greweryih Evens
Playing at Notth Country

Tab)

.

“Onen Mic Night
m™Raracdk¢..

credit for their past fruition at the
fair, though.
“We couldn’t have done it without the support from the spon-

People attending this year’s fair

off

when you show us your card*!
761 8th St.

al

The group can not claim all the

sors,” Werren said.

Get

10%

danced in pairs, we'd be wrapped
halfway around the Plaza.”
This is the 12th year that Samba
da Alegria has produced a samba
parade at the fair. Its leader,
Adrienne Wright, dance instructor
Kathryn Hopkins and bandleader
Howie Kausman have worked
hard to make the parade a success.

will have a chance to view many lo-

cal crafts, gorge themselves with

the food and either kick back or
kick up their feet to the sounds of
the bands.

|

After an enthusiastic debut at last
year’s fair, the Errol Previde Quartetis excited about the opportunity
to perform this year.
Christina Sernandez, a math-

Call for to-go orders
or reservations

822-6105
hunanplaza.com

The finest Chinese cuisine on the North Coast!
*Student, staff and faculty ID cards must be valid for the Fall 1999 semester.
Limit one discount per person per day. Tax and tips not included.

ematics senior and singer for the
band, said playing at the fair last
year was fun.
Sernandez said that since the
quartet will be playing outdoors in
the daytime, it will play “more up-

beat and danceable music.”

“It’s nice to be able to play where

families can watch,” she said.

Errol Previde Quartet will per-

form at 4 p.m. Saturday after the
For more information about the

fair or the entertainment schedule,

call 822-5320.,.0

1.

ss

GOT

FINANCIAL

AID?

Check out our fall specials!

Back & Neck Problems?
HEADACHES?

we can help.
SURFING & {i
wetsuits

\ |

surfboards

it

ce

FISHING

Oh

ocean tackle

rashguards

7 /
a

salmon/
steelhead bait

booties
leashes

fresh-water tackle
rods/reels

accessories

Our

Advanced

Of Your

Pain

Methods

Pinpoint

The Cause

Without Unnecessary
X-Rays

Humboldt Back &
Neck Pain Center

bulk order discount

Drs. Mark & Martha Henry,
Chiropractors

SALTY’S
Surf ‘n’ Tackle
677-0300
TRINIDAD Shopping Center

1781

Central Avenue
McKinleyville,

Suite

C

CA

Call 839-6300

CenterArts

special events

Almost half of the
items collected in the

Ozomatli
SUN

SEPT

annual beach cleanup .

26

in California

are cigarette butts.

Patty Larkin
OCT

SUN

Materials developed by the Humboldt County Public Health Dept.'s
Tobacco Education Program: ad paid for by Camp Fire Boys & Girls;

3

funded
by Prop.

Widespread
OCT

©1999 CA DHS. All rights reserved.

remit TANT

Panic
TUES

99.

re

NGS

12

826-3928
apie

AT

www.

THE

Mingshieaeneneeh
HSU
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BOOKS

.humboldt.edu/-carts
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22 © Scr

and have a saxaphonist soothe

Tiff Sez:

:

the day’s troubles away. It
would also be a place that

Well, I hope everybody gota

«

* chance to think about what

would look

$ would make the perfect music
* venue for them. Unfortunately
¢I haven’t much
*
° from anyone. Ei- ">

A suggestion by our illustri-

*
*
*
¢

ous editor was made that a business on the Plaza should turn its
upstairs into a jazz and wine bar.
She and I agreed that it would

it would be a
quiet _— place
where it doesn’t take half
“|

an hour to get a drink, and you

° true.)

-

The most
featureis that

7¢ .

14

@ 2
- like sharing, or
* they think what we have now
* is good (and I can’t believe that’s

G\,

the

important

_t

Le

m

> ther nobody feels

Plaza.

out onto

can
tact
ally
son

have meaningful eye conacross the room and actumake it across to the perwithout losing a few of your

toes.

Send your venue ideas to
thejack@axe.humboldt.edu.

> be so classy to go and order a
: bottle of merlot or chardonnay

ro

He has also written and per-

¢ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19

formed “Making Every Mistake

His facial expressions were so animated. During the performance
music would creep out of nowhere,

Twice” and “Went to Lunch and
Never Returned.”

DeMark received a bachelor’s
degree in journalism from the University of Wisconsin. He later re-

(such as) Jimi Hendrix’s ‘All Along
the Watchtower.”
“This show isn’t just entertain-

ceived a teaching credential at

ment,” DeMark said. “It can help
relationships. My biggest wish is
that people reflect on their own
lives and open up and start talking

HSU, took acting classes through

the HSU extension program and

studied movement at Dell’Arte’s
School of Physical Theater.
His desire for something more
led him to storytelling.
“After so many years I still feel

to each other.”
The show is a tribute to his father, who died last winter. There

are many emotional ties in it involv-

it,” he said. “It isn’t static. I love

ing his relationship with his father.
It comes full circle in the story.

what I do.”
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822-7420
(near Coast-to-Coast)

CORNWELLS

SUPER DEAL

¢
*
¢
¢
¢

¢ FREE car adaptor
* FREE home charger
¢ FREE leather case

SUPER

DEAL #5

25% off on all accessories
with thisad

FREE ACTIVATION;
180 MINUTES OF AIRTIME

Handblown Glass
Art ° Incense

P
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E

PER MONTH FOR $21.95

12

¢

month

ARCATA

service
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#

“Raw” Glass Materials
and much, much more!
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agreement.
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SMOKESHOP
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Tobacco ¢ Herbal Blends « Lighters

.*

Handblown Glass Accessories
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Any other use constitutes
fraud.
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you the value
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pas 64.
Mail to. Plulwer Gaberies
S fourth&,
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CA 95501
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Disc Golf Supplies

*

SUPER DEAL #2*
FREE 3 watt installed phone
With hands-free mic
FREE pedestal
FREE antenna
FREE labor

8225

THURSDAY SEPT. 23

=
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¢ With Ni-Mh battery
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|
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¢ FREE hand-held phone
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SHOPPING CENTER &
825-7467
We are celebrating!
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HSU

soccer teams are kicking axe

Lady Jacks stand strong at 9-0 after defeating Western Oregon
sy Stacie Lvans
LUMBERJACK STAFF

With classes, homework, practices and games, the HSU men and
women’s soccer teams definitely
have their hands and feet full.
Practices began in mid-August,
where both teams went through

Benson is optimistic about the
season because of the depth of the
team this year, and she has high expectations for the talented squad.

“We have a really strong team,
probably the strongest team we
have ever had,” senior captain Angela Romel said.

“The

team

is smarter and

quicker with the ball, but we still
intense training in order to be pre-_. need to capitalize on more scoring
pared to jump into the season.
opportunities.”
The women’s team is on top of
Rome left the game with a pulled
its game with
a 5-0 record this seahamstring in the match
against UC
son. HSU beat opponents
Davis, oa with the deep Sack she
Simpson College (5-0), San Franwas able to sit out in the following
cisco State (1-0,0T), UC Davis (2- game against Central Washington

1), Central Washington (1-0) and
still has a long season ahead.

According to Benson, this allowed her to get healthy and not
risk any further injuries.

“Tough opponents this season
include Sonoma, Dominguez
Hills, Western Washington and

The ’Jacks are poised to topple
last year’s 10-7-2 record and gain
the conference title again in the

Bakersfield,” women’s head coach

process.

Western Washington (3-0), but it

Kim Benson said, “but anything
can happen on a given day.”

PHOTO BY REZA SCHRICKER

SEE SOCCER, PAGE 25

Turnovers
BY Tommy

LAWLER

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Despite falling behind early, the

Marsha Texeira, HSU's leading scorer (right), battles for the win against Western
Oregon's Ally Carilio. The women’s soccer team has a record of 5-0 so far this sea-

key in Lumberjack

first possession of the game, the

progresses,” Whitmire said.
Between the two successful!
MTU drives, the HSU defense allowed just 208 yards and no
points.

*Jacks didn’t allow another touch-

down until there was 2:36 left in

ing staff was so excited about this

the game. Even so, Whitmire saw
room for improvement.
“We had some breakdowns on
defense that we’re going to have to

earned CFA Player of the Game

year’s team.

improve

honors by leading the defense with

Lumberjack football team showed
its fans why everyone on the coach-

on

as

the

Sophomore

season

Tom

Pardikes

start

nine tackles and returning an in-

terception 65 yards to score in the
fourth quarter.
On offense HSU gained a total
of 344 yards with three touchdowns.

Quarterback Travis Mari completed 14 of 24 passes for 190

On Sept. 4, the *Jacks used a balanced attack.to defeat Montana
Tech 28-14. The loss dropped the

yards before being relieved by junior Steve Cheek.
Among Mari’s 14 completions
was a third-quarter highlight catch
by Elijah Gildea, who stretched
out to make a one-handed grab
good for 36 yards.
Winning the season opener was
a huge step in the right direction
for the Jacks, compared to their 05 start a year ago.

“J just want to carry this on all
the way through the season,” Mari
said.
Unfortunately for Mari and the
*Jacks, their perfect start ended in
their second game as they lost to
St. Mary’s on Saturday 40-3.
Facing the only NCAA Division
IAA opponent on their schedule, ‘

Orediggers to 1-1 on the season.
Jamley Austin stole the show by .

hauling in a pair of touchdown
passes and 119 yards receiving.
His performance earned him
Columbia Football Association
Offensive Player of the Week hon-

ors.
“Jamley caught the ball well, and

the tae: were hurt by turnovers.

when he catches the ball, he is al-

After showing improvement in

ways a threat to run with it,” head
coach Fred Whitmire said.
“We were very pleased with
Jamley’s performance.”

the first game by turning the ball
over only once, the ‘Jacks coughed
it up five times against the Gaels.
Three of the turnovers led to 17
ints and proved to be too much

HSU was ranked last in the CFA
in takeaway ratio (minus 11) in
1998, but improved on that stat in

or the *Jacks to overcome.
They were able to move the ball
effectively as Mari threw for 110

the opener by forcing four turnovers while committing only one.
“One thing we’ve worked on is
not turning the ball over,”
Whitmire said. “It showed against
Montana Tech.”
After surrendering a touchdown
on a 75-yard pass by Kane

were.
They will try for their second win
oe
|
proto
ey Reza Scumcxen = this Saturday when they host
MSU Tom Pardikes
tackles Mike Kelleher
of Montana Tech. The ‘Jacks defeated the = Azusa Pacific at 7 p.m. in the Red-

Claunch to Steve Halkoon
MTU’s

Orediggers 28-14 in their first game of the season.

yards and Matt Dwane ran for 56
yards, but i turnovers kept them
outof the end zone.
The ‘Jacks fall to 1-1 overall.

.
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Briana Nagle (above left) dribbles past her opponent

as the Lady Jacks defeat Western Oregon 3-0 on Sun-

day. The men’s soccer team (bottom) wins 4-0 against

Dominican College Friday.
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Great Food, Great Beer.
y 4-6 p.m.
Prices reduced on your favorite appetizer items Monday-Frida
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© 1889 North Coast Advertsing Agency

YOU'RE JUST 10 MINUTES AWAY!

. 4-6 P.M.
FOOD SERVED UNTIL MIDNIGHT ¢ HAPPY HOUR MON.-FRI
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standing strong
hard and and stanaing
Batling hard
Soccer teams: : Battling
and Sarah Finney and transfer student Jenny Douglass, all in the
_—
“Our No. 1 goal this year is to re- midfield line.”
The men’s team may have
peat as conference champions and
the season on the wrong
to grow together to become a stron- started
pace 23

© CONTINUED

ger team at the end of the year,”

Unifoot, but it’s ready to change. De- _ ington (1-4) and Concordia

“We have a solid core of players,
who have been
with seven

a positive view for the road ahead.
“Thisisavery youngteam,with

Benson said.

only two seniors,” men’s head
coach Alan Exley said.

faces this year, with 10 freshmen

lifeup are new, and our biggest

“I expect alot ofthe returnersand

ent playing styles and come to-

and four transfer students.

the new players,” Benson said.
“Some new players to watch forare
freshmen Corrina Becker-Wayman

Big threats to the "Jacks include

the defending naSeattle Pacific,

the "Jacks have _ versity (0-1).
spite a 1-4 record,

in this program for at least three
years.”

The Lady Jacks have alotofnew

j

“Losing his leadership definitely
they
even
1) in overtime,
dominated the game with more _ affected the team,” Exley said. “It
shots on goal and overall perfor- _ was very unusual because he is in
also fell excellent physical shape, but he
jacks
mance. The
to UC Davis (2-3), Western Wash- _ will be ready for the next game.”

“Five players in the starting

is to sort out the differchallenge

as a team.”
The "Jacks lost their season
opener to San Francisco State (0-

tional champions, and Seattle Unithe 1997 National Associaversity,

“We got off to a slow start,”
defender Josh
sophomore

Hamilton said, “but I believe that
the season is goingto come around

tion of Intercollegiate Athletics
champions.

= The ‘Jacks were without captain

a 9-7-2 record and placed third in

Last year the ‘Jacks finished with fig

for us.”

'

John Koven in their last match-up _a challenging conference.

“I¢ will be a difficult task to be

against Western Washington. The

a good concompetitive with such
senior defender suffered a deep
bone contusioninthe game against _ ference, but I believe we are ready
Cc
for it,” Exley said.
UC Davis.

HUMBOLDT TATTOO & BODY PIERCING
SMOKE SHOP
The Most Experienced Body
Piercer & Tattooist on the North Coast

Specializing in: Fine Line ¢
ibal ¢ Cover-ups#

1806 4TH STREET, EUREKA

9550!

(707)443-3809

marks of Kinko's Ventures, Inc. and are used
"Hinko’s, Inc. Kinko's and Kinko's Express Yourself are proprietary
permission from the copyright holder in order to
by permission. All rights reserved. Kinko's requires written

reproduce copyrighted work.
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Football

Points Per Game.............
IFIRST DOWNG..................
Rushing.................+0.

Passing................000

we gained

resin

rushing........

15.5
25

27.0
25

13

Date

TT

8

13

P

a

Aug. 27#

>

322

3.8
171.0
4
361
48-26-3

180.5

170.0

Average Per Game...........

= 703

594

TOTAL OFFENSE.................

127

138

4.7
297.0

5.1
351.5

Total Plays.................

Average Per Play............
Average Per Game............

Average Per Game...........-

PUNTS-YARDB................+++
Average Per Punt............
Net punt average............

67.5

70.0

9-294
32.7

32.3

29.9

3rd-Down Pct................

4TH-DOWN CONVERSIONG..........
4th-Down Pct.............4+.
SACKS/YARDB................

Kirk Gammill (Mark Vallee)
;
;

|

42%

1/2
50%
4-19

1/3
33%
7-41

FIELD GOALS-ATTEMPT...........

1-2

PAT KICKS-ATTEMPTS...........

“—

.
Score

Aug. 30#
Sept. 2#

SAN FRANCISCO STATE
UC DAVIS

W1-0
W2-1

CENTRAL WASHINGTON

W 1-0

WESTERN OREGON

Sept. 12*

Record

Time

Attend

3018
2587

W3-0

Humboldt Invitational 99
Men’s 8K

0-1
0-2
0-3
1-3
2-3
3-3
4-3
5-3
5-4

Time
2:11
2:10

a

=2-3L_—s15-7,7-15,15-8,12-15,13-15
14-16,11-15,15-4,15-13,9-15°
2-3L
0-3L = 12-15,2-15,10-15
15-11,9-15,6-15,15-11,15-11
W 3-2
8-15,15-4,15-5,16-14
W23-1
15-8,8-15,15-12,15-8
WS3-1
W 3-0 = 15-2,15-12,15-5
15-17,15-8,15-7,15-5
W3-1
1-3L = 12-15,16-14,12-15,15-17

Record

1:30
2:22

ee

SOUTHERNOREGON
OREGON TECH
ROCKHURST
SAN FRANCISCOSTATE
DOMINICANCOLLEGE
COL.OF NOTREDAME
C.W. POST
HOLY NAMESCOLLEGE
WESTERN OREGON

Record

Score-by-game

1:40
1:30

1:07
1:38

ae

Aug.27
Aug. 27
Aug. 28
Aug. 28
Sept. 3
Sept. 3
Sept. 4
Sept. 4
Sept.11

Conference

Score

2-0-0 0-0-0
3-0-0 0-0-0
4-0-0

5-0-0

1-0-0

2-0-0

201 Marsha Texeira (Jenny Douglass)
Jenny Douglass (Lori Forseth)
262
Marsha Texeira (unassisted)

Marsha Texeira (Sarah Finney)

278

Christine Lewis (Hillary Arthur)
C. Becker-Wayman (Alita Hill)

339

2:25

Attend

159
317
72
161
59
112
84
217
351

Place

Home: 5-4

Away: 0-0

Neutral: 0-0

Sept. 11, 1999

Patrick’s Point St. Park

##99099* TEAM SCORING SUMMARY **#*####

Affiliation

Total

123
45
(6

7)

1

Humboldt State

Se

1234567

2

Oregon Tech

60=

9

10

12

13

16

3

CSU Hayward

6=

8

Il

14

15

18

Humboldt Invitational ‘99

Patrick's Point St. Park

17

Sept. 11, 1999

Women’sSK

Place Affiliation
1 Humboldt State
2 Sonoma State

TEAM RECORD W-L Overall: 5-4 Conference: 0-1
|_3 games: 1-14 games: 3-1 _5 games: 1-2

Hillary Arthur)

Cross Country |

Humboldt State Match Results (as of Sept. 11, 1999)
Opponent

206 Lori Forseth (C Becker-Wayman,

1-0-0 0-0-0

* Pacific West Conference Match
# Sports World/CouponsOnWeb.com Soccer Classic

Volleyball
Date

Goals scored

Attend

Conf

Briana Nagle (Stacie Lyans)

1-0-0 0-0-0
1-1-0 0-0-0

Overall

Overall

Alita Hill (Adelaide Greer)
C. Becker-Wayman (unassisted)
Marsha Texeira (Yara Levendosky)

Sept. 6*

W28-14
L3-40

Conference: 0-0-0

Marsha Texeira (Angela Romel)

1-1

Record

W5-0

SIMPSON COLLEGE

Aug. 28

3018 = 2587
1/2587
1/3018

ATTENDANCE...................
Games/Avg Per Game..........

0-0-0

Overall: 1-4-0

Humboldt State Game Results (as of Sept. 12, 1999)
Score
Opponent
Date

17
7

0
4

John Davidson (Masun Denison)

1-40

0-1L

CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY

—
or
Se
Women S Soccer

13/31

30%

MISC YARDG..............+0
TOUCHDOWNS SCORED.............

1-3-0

W4-0_

|

30:33

3RD-DOWN CONVERSION. .......... 9/30

Montana Tech
at Saint Mary's

DOMINICAN COLLEGE

Derek Dixon
112
0-0-0
(Mark Vallee, William Borg)
Joel Grabenstein
0-0-0
(Vallee, Mark)
Joel Grabenstein (Peter Fuller)

0-3-0

1-4L

# Sports World/CouponsOn Web.com Soccer Classic

15-551
36.7

TIME OF POSSESSION/GAME....... 28:01

Sept. 4
Sept. 11

Sept. 10

7-207
9-117
7-66
1-25
2-7
3-66
29.6
13.0
94
25.0
3.5
220
3-376
15-140
15-135

KICKOFF RETURNS: #-YARDS...
PUNT RETURNS: #-YARDB.........
INT RETURNS: #-YARDB..........
KICKOFF RETURN AVERAGE...
PUNT RETURN AVERAGE...........
INT RETURN AVERAGE............
FUMBLES-LOST..................
PENALTIES-YARDB..............

Opponent

WESTERN

Sept. 12

3

2

TDs Passing.................

WASHINGTON

Aug. 30

= 7.5
139

59
106

e
Per Pass............
Averag
Average Per Catch...........

Nils-Jarle Saetre (unassisted)

9

3.7
127.0
i
340
$8-32-2

Rush............
Perge
Avera
Average Per Game............
TDs Rushing.................
|PASSING YARDAGE...............
Att-Comp-Int................

(Josh Hamilton)

42

60

Rushing Attempts............

0-2-0 0-0-0 202 Michael Robinson

2-3L

UC DAVIS

306 -

0-1-0 0-0-0

0-1L

SAN FRANCISCO STATE

Goals scored

Attend

Conf

Overall

Score

Opponent

Aug. 29#

=

384

68

Yards lost rushing.........

Date

Humboldt State Game Results (as of Sept. 12, 1999)

31S

SCORING ....sssssssssssenes

eo

-Men’s Soccer.

_—— OPP

HSU

TEAM STATISTICS

————

1988

—

Total

123

4

5S (6

7)
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pinion:

A good philosophy is hard to find
I think I can say without a great deal of
arrogance that the main reason I’ve been
successful as a student is because I’ve had4

successful philosophy.
When I first started back to school | was
24. I hadn’t set foot in a class-

Unfortunately, school has started, and I

don’t have time to go stumbling through
some bushes or sauntering under some ancient trees. I’ve never been much of a natu-

ralist anyway.
So I searched in offices. You
wouldn’t believe how much

room in five years. My exin ZC olin
periences

nee eer

school hadn’t been all
that great, but I was de-

The re

can be

aid office, for

has a sign that reads,
example,

termined to make the

“Bless This StressAndean
to that one is a beaut that reads,
“I can give you a definite maybe
— and that’s final.”

most of the chance to
go to college
I was lucky. I met up
witha guy in similar circum-

stances. We became friends and adopted a__Officesalso house innumberable “The Far
, “Be a Nerd.”

phi

Going away to school for the first time usually entails moving into the dorms or into
a house with a bunch of friends. While living away from home for the first time can
mean having nonstop fun, it can also mean exposing your body to numerous diseases
and sicknesses that are floating around your college campus at the time.
According to the findings of the Center of Disease Control and Prevention, freshmen living in campus housing have a 6.33 times higher risk of contracting meningitis
than college students overall.
The disease is spread through respiratory secretions that are present in saliva. So

just by sharing that cup of coffee with your next-door neighbor or sharing that cigarette,
you can be exposed to a disease that can be fatal without treatment.

tions for diseases such as hepatitis B and meningococcal disease.
The only obstacle that may keep students from getting the shots is the cost.
Just how many students are going to flock over to the health center and pay between
$26 and $60 for one of these shots?

rary relief, not long-term philosophies.
Finally I decided to call upon personal
I recalled a trip I made with my dad this

summer. We were driving in his truck from

Pennsylvania to Ohio,
I had just got my driver’s license (about
10 years later than most people — so what?).

I told Dad I was really nervous about getting a car because I hadn’t had much prac-

tice driving.
At that moment, he stopped the truck, got

Well now you do have that chance. The Student Health Center is offering vaccina-

Wouldn’t you want to pay money that could possibly save you -

Hepatitis B is sexually transmitted, and it affects the liver and can go unnoticed for
some time. The health center is offering a three-shot series for $26.50 each. Not only
are the shots effective for a lifetime, they will prevent the transmission of hepatitisB to
an unsuspecting partner.

Paying now for these shots will save you the time and money that you will have to

out, and told me to drive. I couldn’t believe

reers, families and a host of long-named dis-

it.

spend later if you are infected with the disease.

When I was a kid, Dad’s truck had always
stood as a symbol of Something You Do Not

with any of these diseases.”

Over the last couple weeks since school

started, I’ve been hunting around for a new
philosophy. “Be a Nerd” worked great, and
I would be happy to keep it, but it’s like a

buying a new car — a sleek new power sedan sure would make climbing that horizon
easier—if you can afford it, that is.
Anyway, I started my search by poring over
quotes from the old-school sages, like Ralph
Emerson and Henry Thoreau.

Emerson is loaded with prime philosophic
beef, especially in matters relating to standing on your own two feet.
“He who would be a man must also be a
nonconformist,” and “Nothing can bring
you peace but the triumph of principles.”
And there’s my favorite, “Much of the wisdom of the world is not wisdom.”
Thoreau, too, has some memorable tips
about facing the day. “Most men live lives of
quiet desperation,” and the classic, “Avoid

Touch, like the gun rack. Now here I was,

behind the wheel of his truck.
The road we drove on was narrow and
bumpy, like most highways back East. It
didn’t help that as we neared our destination in Ohio, it started to pour. A big truck
appeared in the rear-view window, which
made me nervous. I stepped on the gas and
tried to put some distance between us and
the truck.
At that point Dad said, “Don’t worry

about that truck behind you. If he wants to
pass you, he can do it. Just slow down, and
go a speed you’re comfortable with. When
you start speeding up, that’s when you get

into trouble.”

answers in an old book. The cornerstone of

Since school started, those words have
popped into my head more than once.
It’s funny how much smarter my dad
seems as I get older.
But wait, didn’t Mark Twain once say that?
And I can’t forget about teachers. So far
the only thing I’ve heard this semester from
a faculty member is, “Take yourselves seriously.” That sounds good, too

their philosophies essentially was, if you
have a question,
you should find the answer

Nerd.” I can still shop around, I suppose.

enterprises

that require

buying

new

clothes.”

But both of these guys would turn over in

their graves if they saw me looking for life’s

from within.
Well, sure, but....

eis

atda

tates

cake

“Everything you need to know can be

four in nature.

:

So for now I guess I'll stick with “Be a

But let me know if you come up with something better.
mes Tressleris
an

te

ie

en

your family the

heartache that can result with the diagnosis of hepatitis B or meningitis? The single
injection of the shot for meningitis can last anywhere from three to five years. Isn’t
paying $60 worth it?

bridge” to the future. Further on will be caabilities to deal with.
‘

Spending money on vaccinations is an
investment that could save your life

I only recommend “The Far Side” for tem-

It worked. We got through that tough first 1 ¢xperience.

In other words, it’s maintenance, but at the
same time, to use Clintonese, “building a

¢ | 1d

Wouldn’t you want to prevent the possibility of that happening if you had the chance?

nod that served as a whispered signal to
press on, keep it up.
semester and are now close to getting our
degrees.
That’s the tough part — getting close. Senior year is looking like the toughest year.
There are internships to line up, important
contacts to be made, plus nailing down
classes and still working a part-time job.

iv

Side” comics. Gary Larson can surprise you

We helped each other study and when we _ with his insight and skewed perspective. But

passed each other in the hall, we passed a

y

So you might be thinking, “Hey, I am not sick, and I know that I won’t get infected
Thinking that you are not a likely candidate for disease is downright foolish.
In 1996, a girl was infected with meningitis at HSU. She may have thought it could
not have happened to her either. Diseases do not discriminate, as so many people

would like to think.
The diseases are linked to student housing because of the close proximity in which
people live. Cups and utensils are shared without really thinking about the consequences of those actions.

Granted, you might find it difficult to stop sharing things with people, but by getting the shot(s), it will prevent you from getting hepatitis B and meningitis and still
allow you to share your things.
Maybe some of you are scared of needles. Imagine jjust how many needles are going
to have to be injected into your body to fight meningitis or hepatitis B?

Now that you are running out of excuses, what else is stopping you from taking a
step that could possibly save your life?
Like Nike says, “Just do it!” Pay the money, swallow your pride, and get the shot(s).
Only five minutes of your day could save you exhausting hours that would come
with the battling one of these diseases.
They say money doesn’t buy happiness, but in this case, it could save your life.

Statement of policies
° Questions regarding the editorial content of The Lumberjack should be directed to the editor.
¢ The Lumberjack editorial is written based on the majority opinion of the newspaper's editorial board.

Guest columns and opinion articles reflect the opinion of the writers, not necessarily those of The
Lumberjack or its staff writers. The Lumberjack welcomes submissions for guest columns. Submissions
must be typed and less than 600 words.

° Letters to the editor can be mailed, e-mailed or delivered to The Lumberjack, Nelson
Arcata ,Calif.95521;e-mail: thejack @ axe.humboidt.edu. Letters must be received by 5
be 200 words or less. Letters and guest columns must include the writer's name, city,
and year in school if a student. They are subject to editing for grammar, style, content

Hall East 6,
p.m. Friday and must
phone number, major
and length.
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U.S. foriegn policy stumbles in East Timor
Military assistance to Indonesia helped worsen the tragedy
The United States’ supposed commitment

to freedom and democracy continues to be
contradicted by its contemptible actions.
This weekend, after nearly two weeks

ending our government’s shameful military
assistance to the regime in Indonesia and

for pushing President Bacharuddin

Jusuf Habibie to allow a U.N. peacekeeping force to be deployed, but the

of bloodshed in East Timor, President

struggle for justice in East Timor

Clinton finally suspended military as-

has only just begun.
sistance and pending InterRecent estimates
national
Monetary
suggest that oneFund and World Bank
fourth of the
loans to Indonesia.
population of
A casual observer
East Timor has
might think America
already
been
was simply respondforcibly relocated
ing judiciously to the
or made refugees
onslaught against the
by militias and the InTimorese people at the
donesian military. HunECC LVLEWS
hands of pro-Indonesian
dreds of Timorese, perparamilitary thugs.
AARON G LEHMER
haps thousands, have been
Missing from this picture of
killed,and tens of thousands are at risk of death
American righteousness, however, is the fact
from starvation, dehydration and disease, acthat the United States has been providing
cording to the East Timor Action Network.
decades of arms assistance and training to
the brutish Indonesian military, one branch _ At first, the Clinton administration was
naively calling upon the Indonesian governof which (Kopassus) has been implicated in
ment “restore order” in East Timor.
the recent violence.
Habibie was quick to say his administration
International pressure can be credited for

pROG

was seeking to quell the violence, butin Dili,

East Timor’s capital, 26,000 Indonesian

troops stood idly by as paramilitary groups
burned the city to the ground, according to
the non-profit Humanitarian Times. So much
for Indonesia’s ability to “restore order.”

Rather, it seems that Indonesia’s military

is doing everything it can to nullify the results of the U.N.-supervised referendum on
Aug. 30, during which 78 percent of registered East Timorese voted in favor of independence from Indonesia.
Their popular decision is understandable
given the long history of subjugation they’ve

endured, which began with Indonesia’s in-

vasion of East Timor in 1975 shortly after it
declared independence from Portugal.
Then, as now, U.S. officials coddled the

Indonesian government, given that it opposed so-called “creeping communism”
(read: any popular reform movement that
called for enfranchising the poor) in Southeast Asia. A U.S. State Department official
told the daily newspaper The Australian on
Jan. 22, 1976, that “we are more or less condoning the incursion into East Timor. The

Students win with merger

Ria

accountability and democracy
Real issues are Thankfully,
the UC folks

I want to take this opportunity to in-

form students about some unreported
issues regarding the Lumberjack Enterprises/University Center corporate

recognized this merger was
not going to fly with student leaders if this anti-

merger.

democratic nominating
and appointment system

of students to sit on the new, unified

continued.
There are still substantive
concerns to be addressed.
On the old

The real concession won by students
in this merger is having a direct election

University Center Board of Directors,
which is the group
with the ultimate authority to guide UC
operations.
Some of you may
recall that the first
by Charles
election of this sort
was held jointly with
the Associated Students elections last
April.
Formerly, the UCBOD was set up such

UC board, stu-

dents
were
aranteed the chair position and a majority of seats.
Under the new setup, students have an equality, not
Douglas
a majority of seats (seven
students, seven others).
This is despite the fact that students
are the reason for the existence of the

chen

that, besides the two elected AS officers

on the board, the majority of students
were appointed.
Indeed, students were nominated by a
committee of students of which a majority were themselves appointed and not
elected!
This created a situation where for years
a self-appointed group of students perpetuated itself and its own outlook on UC

affairs — an outlook that was far more conservative and rigid than the outlook of the

elected students or of the students as a
whole.
This situation was replicated on the

old Lumberjack Enterprises BOD,
where all but two of the students were
appointed.

:

UC, and that the UC collects all of an

$89 student body-center fee from all fulltime students every year as its primary
source of income.
Student fees are what built the UC
building itself.
The situation is even worse for our

brothers and sisters attending College of
the Redwoods.
It is not well known that the unified
UC corporation runs both housing and
dining programs for students at CR also.
CR students have never had a voice on
the Lumberjack Enterprises BOD and
do not have one now on the new unified
board.

In the interest of accountability and
democratic control, GR students should

have a direct voice into the administration of their own housing and dining
services, just as HSU students do.
All we would need to do is add a seat
on the UC board for the CR student
body president or another elected student rep.
This would also recapture a majority

of board seats for student reps, as it
should be.
A fully democratic board of directors

can move in student-friendly directions,

such as opening up the quad to more
student events, making UC purchasing
decisions with social and environmental responsiblity in mind and avoiding
any further increases in bookstore
prices and student fees.
That’s what will really make this

merger worthy of our attention, and
make the UC Board of Directors worth

more than the special bookstore discount it gives its members.
Charles Douglas is a political science
sentor.

United States wants to keep its relations with

Indonesia close and friendly.”
Sadly, U.S. relations with Indonesia have

remained all-too-friendly Well into 1999. In
The Nation, independent U.S. journalist

Alan Nairn reports that State Department
documents show that the leader of U.S. military forces in the Pacific region was ordered
twice earlier this year to tell Indonesian Defense Minister Gen. Wiranto to shut down
the militias, but neglected to do so. Nairn
also reports that U.S. intelligence personnel
operating in Australia failed to warn independent monitors in East Timor of intercepted communiqués between pro-Indone-

sia militia members outlining their plans of
attack.
All of this demonstrates the sheer amorality of U.S. foreign policy, which seems

mainly geared to maintaining a climate of re-

pression for multinational corporations like
Nike that have flocked to Indonesia to exploit the land and cheap labor.
According to an Associated Press article
in late July, investors expect $11 billion to
come from offshore oil and natural gas in the
Timor area, which is currently under devel-

opment by Indonesia and Australia. Could
this have something to do with keeping East
Timor under Indonesia’s control?
Even though Clinton has ended financial
transfers to the Indonesian military, weap-

ons sales and bilateral financial assistance
continue. The only way that Indonesia’s
rampage in East Timor can be stopped is
by cutting offall economic and military support to the regime.
Use your power as citizens of the most
privileged nation on Earth to vigorously
oppose the actions of the Indonesian military and armed militias.
Please call or fax one or more of the following decision-makers and urge them to:
1) Immediately ban all weapons sales and
end all financial assistance to Indonesia.

2) Call on the Indonesian military to dis-

arm and disband all paramilitaries.
3) In addition to a peacekeeping force, de-

mand that Indonesia grant U.N. control of
administration and security in East Timor.
Here are some people to contact:
President Bill Clinton
(202) 456-1414 / Fax: (202) 456-2461

U.S. State Dept, Madeleine Albright

(202) 647-6575/ Fax: (202) 647-5291
Senator Barbara Boxer

(202) 224-3553 / Fax: (202) 956-6701
Senator Dianne Feinstein

(202) 224-3841 / Fax: (202) 228-3954
Or visit Action Resource Center’s Web

site at http://www.arcweb.org for updates.

Aaron Lehmer is a graduate student in glo-

balization and the environment.

Help put CCAT
on master plan
Cby Sean=
Armstrong
This is an auspicious year for HSU. Once

a decade, like a geyser at Yellowstone, the

campus gets a chance to rewrite the master
plan. If you blink, you lose your opportunity to play Legos with campus buildings.
The master plan is a document wnitten in the lofty spire of the Student
Business and Services Building.
The plan determines if B Street is
closed for pedestrians or open for
cars, if there’s a parking garage
or a transit station (or’
both) on the parking
lot below the Campus Apartments, .

what buildings get
built, on what time

frame and for
whom.
If there’s something you can

exist in anyone’s plans for the university,
despite the fact that we've been in USA Today, the German version of Time Magazine,
Japanese Public Televison and dozens of
smaller publications across the country.
CCAT has also trained the highest number of Peace Corps volunteers leaving HSU

of any campus program.

One in five HSU students has taken one

of our workshops, and six of 10 students

have visited the house.
In fact, we are solely responsible for bringing many students to HSU in the first
All this, and yet we don’t exThis year CCAT has a
chance to become a perma-

nent part of HSU and expand to take over another house below
us to house interns, graduate
students
and
provide office
space.
We also plan to
construct a new,
ecologically designed
building
above our current site

plan talks about it.
year.
I’m writing on behalf of
the Campus Center for Appro-

priate Technology to urge you to support

one of the most radical changes to the mas-

ter plan in two decades: CCAT is now on it!
You look confused—isn’t CCAT one of
the most special things on this campus, you
ask?
Why wouldn’t it be on the master plan?
Ah, young grasshopper, you have much to
learn about campus politics.
CCAT is incredible and unique in its level
of outreach to the international community,

its accessibility to students who want to learn
by doing rather than by reading, its vision
for a sustainable future and its composting

toilet and exercise bike-powered laundry

machine.
But none of this matters if the master plan
says the site on which CCAT rests should

be a parking lot or a visual arts building.
CCAT needs your help to stay on the draft
to the final copy at the end of the year.

For 20 years we’ve been told that we didn’t

.e

ist, or so we’re told.

touch, the master

The master plan is
being rewritten this

ane
ra

for classrooms and
labs, and to teach and de-

velop appropriate technolo-

gies for sustainable living.
That is, if we can stay on the master plan.

Our beloved Associated Students are try-

ing to arrange an open forum on the master

vaccinated. That's too much money.”

>
|
Elien Osten
teaching credential/masters program

“| think $60 is a good amount of money
when you're livingas a student. I'd like to
say I'd fork over.the cash to be safe, but

I'd probably just.take my chances!”

Analissa Ward ©.
Shs

recreation administration sophomore
“| would get vaccinated at the Health Center.
I'm going to China and am in the middle of

getting shots to be safe there. But Hepatitis A

If AS can’t get the forum, talk to your pro-

more ecologically safe campus, to talk about

just take the risk?
“No. | wouldn't be willingto pay,$60 to be

plan for all of us to talk about how we want
our campus to look and work for the next
10 years.

fessors (Faculty Senate reviews the master
plan), your deans (who also review the plan)
and Ken Combs, director of Physical Services.
Combs’ office is on the fourth floor of the
Student and Business Sérvices building,
and he’s very personable.
This is our opportunity to make HSU a

Sk

and B do exist here in America as well. I'm
surprised the shots aren’t, mandatory like the
MMR.”

Matt Kelso
anthropology junior
“No, | wouldn't. | try to avoid taking any unnecessary medications. Unless you're trav-

parking structures, to create a pedestrian-

eling to the Third World, you probably don't

the student-initiated, student-funded and

need them.”

friendly B Street, and to secure the future of
student-led CCAT.

Sean Armstrong is the co-directorof CCAT.
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TAG Te Me
The Lumberjack always accepts guest columns.
All submissions are subject to editing for grammar, style,
content and length.
All submissions should be no more than 600 words.
This is your newspaper.
if you've got something on your mind, let others know.
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Jessica Fiedor —
political science/international studies
senior
“Hell no. | could get it for five bucks from my
dad’s insurance.”

Randall Maey

=

computer science senior
Brockett
Angel ed
by il
comp

,
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CAVEAT EMPTOR

MasterCard app. Call for info or visit
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Arcata. $285 month
m
in house:
Roo

our website. Qualified callers receive
a FREE baby boom box. 1-800-932-

,
dishPrivate bath, view, washer/dryer
washer, fireplace, gas, heat, garden
. .
age
area, garCall
826-0937

0528,

11/1.
10/15 or e
plus deposit. Availabl

every Wed. at 6 p.m. in the A.S. lounge.

wetsuits, surfboards,

Part or fullSales. ic
han
Bike Mecand

skate-

For more info, call the MultiCultural
826-3364.
atter
Cen

Associated Students has the following positions available: Interdisciplinary

Studies rep., Undeclared rep., Gradu-

ate rep. and Professional Studies rep.

Contact the Rob Hatfield in the A.S.

office at 826-5412, ext. 1.

A Forum on Christianity and Homosexuality: Different Points of View.
Panelists include Clayton Ford, Pastorof Arcata First Baptist Church; Wil-

@jSEF

repair. Willing to gain product knowledge. Resume to: Bike Manager,
Adventure’s Edge, 650 10th St.,
Arcata. Interviews begin Sept. 14.

for sale! Help supCoral Sea T-shirts
port the Ocean Club Travel Fund. Tshirts $13, long-sleeve shirts $20,
hooded sweatshirts $39 with the research vessel Coral Sea and chart of
Humboldt County on back. Contact
(x3466)

Est-ce que votre pays d’origine est
francophone? Si “oui” ... cherche
de ans
nts
pour fille
gardienne d’enfa

qui parle francais aussi. 1-2 fois par

semaine. $6/hr. 822-2008.

or Doug

George (826-7142).

OPPORTUNITIES

Compaq Armada Laptop, 1590 DMT.
Perfect for school - Windows 95, Word,
Excel, PowerPoint and anti-virus already installed. Internet and e-mail
ready. Modem, 20x CD drive, AC
adapter and battery for use anywhere!
Includes 166 MHz intel Pentium MMX,
16MB of EDO RAM and 12-inch
screen. Six-months-old, sacrifice $900
OBO. Call Tom V. at 826-7150 or e-mail
tmv1 @axe.

Not Degree, Required. MaAmbition,

for exrepsts
jor Intl. Telecom Co. wan

pansion. We can give you personal
freedom and the chance to motivate
others. Full/Part-Time, flex. hours, call
for interview. 800-259-0471 ext. 2920.
www.excelir.convtaraworks

No rent all-weather beachside yurt

flex-time handyman
ange
in exchfor

liam Herbrechtsmeier, Associate Pro-

fessor of Religious Studies; Phillip Lee,
Founder and Director of His Way Out
Ministries of Bakersfield, Calif.; Javan
Reid, Pastor of Grace Good Sheperd
Church. Thursday, Sept. 16, 7-9 p.m.,
Fulkerson Recital Hall (Music Building,
HSU).

time. Experience in bike building and

Since 1973.

Crawford

work.

ae,

aN

Must have auto,

HSU, must leave message and list of
skills. 499-5341.

Engineering/Survey Technician:
Winzier & Kelly Consulting Engineers
has an immediate opening in their
Eureka office for an engineering/
survey technician. Knowledge of
AutoCAD and Softdesk products a
plus. Strong math and computer skilis
a must. Excellent benefits and opportunities for advancement. E.0.E. Send
resume and cover letter to: Winzler &
Kelly, 633 Third Street, Eureka, CA
95501. (707) 444-8330 (fax).

Dp

EDW

AUTOMOTIVE

~

SERVICES
Typing services - Fast, accurate, reasonable rates. Extensive experience
with University-related documents.

Contact: Patty Lindley, (h) 442-6642.
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Bikes

SUBARU

THRILLS
Hum-Boats Salling, Canoe & Kayak
Center year-round tours, lessons and
rentals on Humboidt’s bays, estuaries and lagoons. Full Moon and High
Tide guided paddies. Group discounts. Licensed, certified, insured
professionals since 1994. Hum-Boats
at the foot of F Street, Eureka. 4435157.

Tour Kayaking Lessons. Introduction to safe paddling on Humboidt Bay.
Three outings to different locations,
plus dockside training. Four sessions,
start 10/21, $70. Eureka Recreation
Center. 441-4244.
Beat the rainy day blues and learn a
new craft, skill or activity or improve
your skills on an old one. Upcoming
Leisure classes include: Spanish,
Beginning Shodo, Introduction to
Herbalism, introduction to Southern Cajun Creole Cooking, Exploring Watercolor and many more
classes to choose from. Call Center
Activities at 826-3357 for more information.
Come play

in the sun before it starts

to rain! Sign up for Rock Climbing,
Sailing, Fishing or Kayaking classes
s on
h
Activitie
oug
Center
offered thr
the HSU campus. Classes are filling
up fast so give us a Call at 826-3357

or stop by for more information.

8 minutesto

VALVE ADJUSTMENT SPECIAL

822

125.

Flexible hours. Cashiering experience

Sports. 418 3rd St., Eureka. 442-6044.

Greg

ext.

or

119

desirable. Fax resume to (530) 6292272.

boards. Buy and sell. North Coast

face
the d
ste
in changing
Are you intere
of the Quad? If yes, then get involved
in the Community Mural Meetings,

ext.

Part-time clerical position available.

FOR SALE
Used

e
Latina.
enc
Cultura
Come and experi
MECHA invites you to come to our meetings held every Thursday at 5:30 p.m.in
the MultiCultural Center, House 55.

MAZDA@TOYOTA

FREE BABY BOOM BOX + EARN
r
isegroups
for student
$1200! Fundra
per
$4
to
up
Earn
& organizations.

moe
Available

i

:

.

WANTED
TIN CAN MAILMAN buys books, including textbooks, daily from 10-6.
Cash or trade credit — your choice.
Corner of 10th & H. Friendly staff, wonderful books. Since 1972. 822-1307.
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Forum
A forum on Christianity and
Sexuality: Different Points of
View will take place from 7 to
9 p.m. at Fulkerson Recital
Hall on the HSU campus.

Peace Corps

Basic First Aid

An information meeting will
be held from 6 to 7:30 p.m. in
Founders Hall 111 on the
HSU campus. 826-3342.

A basic first-aid course will
take place at the Northern
California Safety Consortium,
in the Valley West Shopping

CCAT

Center in Arcata. The course

The Campus Center for Appropriate Technology will
hold a general meeting at 5
p.m. CCAT is located on the

is from 1 to 5 p.m. and is free
to HSU employees and family.

HSU campus at House No.

97. Meetings are every other
Wednesday. 826-3551.

826-3356.
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Live Music
A-Train Entertainment presents the Will Bernard 4-Tet,

Open Mike
Open Mike at Redwood Yogurt and Espresso Bar, with
host Marty Flashman. Sign up
at 7 p.m. Performances start at
7:30 p.m. 826-7677.

Museum
The HSU Natural History
Museum presents Nature for

the Very Young. For ages 2 to
3 (and one parent per child).
The cost is $7 per adult/child
pair ($5 for museum members). Meet live animals and
learn more about them. Pre-

registration is required. For
more information, call the

museum at 826-4479.

Live Music

Meeting

Violinist Terrie Baune and

The NAACP monthly meeting will take place at the Cooper Gulch Center, which is located at Myrtle and F streets
in Eureka. The meeting starts
at 3:30 p.m. and the public is
invited co attend. There will be
speakers and a potluck. 441-

pianist Deborah Clasquin in
Fulkerson Hall on the HSU

campus. The show starts at 8
p.m. Tickets are $6 general, $2
students and seniors.

Cultural Event
Celebrate the independence of
Central America on the first
floor of the Jolly Giant Commons on the HSU campus.
12:30 to 4 p.m. There will be
pictures, music and food. 8269708.

Live Music
Pat and Tami will play at the
Humboldt Bay Coffee Co.
The show starts at 8 p.m.

a funky jazz quartet, at Café
Tomo. Tickets are $7 at the
door. The doors open at 8
p-m. and the show starts at 9

There is no charge.

p-m. 822-4100.

HSU art quad and is followed

HSU

Day

Shaken Not Stirred, a Middle
Eastern dance ensemble, will

826-4965.

have its 10-year celebration
concert. There will be special
guest musicians Rob Diggins,
Lou Neuburger and Whip.
The show starts at 8 p.m. at

The third annual Taste of Orthodoxy, an ethnic food and
music festival, will take place
at the St. Innocent Orthodox

the Bayside Grange, 2297

Church in Eureka at 939 F St.,

Jacoby Creek Road, in
Bayside. Tickets are $7 in ad-

from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. There

vance and $8 at the door. All
ages are welcome. 442-4921.

dancing. Admission is free.
443-2099.

Ethnic Festival

will be live music, food and

Karshner: Sept. 3-23: Paintings and sculptures by Emily
Rose Hoyt and Gabe Iverson.
Foyer: Sept. 10-23: Photography by Shannon Covington
and Angela M. Casagrande.
Reception this Friday at 3
p.m.

9969 or 442-7408.

Both shows are open to the

public and free of charge.

Photo Exhibit
Open Mike
Open

Mike at Six Rivers

Brewing Co. Music and poems are welcome. The show

The Humboldt County Library Foundation presents
“Shades of Humboldt” tomoriow at the Humboldt
County Main Library in Eu-

==>
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starts at 8:30 p.m., and there
is no charge.

The third annual HSU Day
will kick off at 8 a.m. in the
by a free barbecue at Sequoia
Park in Eureka. 826-1127 or

Dance Concert

HSU Galleries

reka.
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NCRT

Gu

No events listed.

HSU T.V. News
Live news broadcast by HSU
journalism students. Tuesdays
at 5:30 p.m. Channel 12, Cox
Cable. Rebroadcast at 7 and
10 p.m.

The North Coast Repertory
Theatre in Eureka presents
“Bell, Book and Candle.”

It

will run Thursdays, Fridays
and Saturdays from Sept. 17
to Oct. 9, at 8 p.m. For reservations call 442-NCRT.
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Sister City Club
Meets Wednesdays at 6 p.m.

in the South Lounge of the

University Center. 825-9228.
Oceanography
Society
Meeting tomorrow at 5:15
p.m. in NR 118. 822-7106.

COMMUNITY
POOL
The Arcata Community Pool is managed by
Center Activities staff and student assistants.
|

The Arcata Community Pool has lots to offer the HSU
Six 25 yard lap lanes, Aerobic/Weight-Room,

Student:

an Outdoor Jacuzzi and Sauna, Kayaking and Scuba nights,
CPR & First Aid Classes, Day care for the little one, and more

COME SEE FOR YOURSELF!

JUST 5 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS AT 1150 16TH STREET.

AND
Sunday - Thursday
noon to 11 em

TUBS
Sat

Friday & Saturday
noon
to | am

OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS
corner

Sth &

J. Arcata e 822-2228

reservations

